as a source for Malvolio, one in terms of the capital letters so ingeniously interpreted by Dr. Leimberg and one which more generally supports from a Harveian perspective the idea of the spoilsport steward as parodic Machiavellian.
When I argued earlier that much of the diction in the comedy derived from Have with you to Saffron-Walden (1596) and to a lesser extent Harvey's Foure Letters (1592) , 3 I did not read carefully enough Harvey's
Ciceronianus (1577).
Harvey's Ciceronianus addresses itself to the question of what constituted a proper Latin style and how far Cicero should be the model for the acquiring of that style. This is a charming work full of interesting ideas and marked by an unusual self-deprecating tone. In the midst of it Harvey praises the unsurpassed scholarship of "our Cheke in the knowledge of languages" (43; italics mine)} and apologizes for his earlier extreme Ciceronianism with a bit of preterition, "l am compelled by a sense of shame to omit mention of those curls and curling-irons, with which my whole style was elegantly frizzed in every part" (63). These are further elements in our linguistically deficient Sir Andrew "Reference: Connotations 1.3 (1991): 224-243. <http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:21-opus-49771>
For the original article as well as all contributions to this debate, please check the Connotations website at <http://www.connotations.de/debleimberg00101.htm>.
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Aguechee~ and the paronomasia at his expense on tongs (curling irons) and tongues (classical language). But most interestingly for the basic parallel between Harvey himself and Malvolio, the steward who is most memorable as he tries to find meaning in the capital letters, M.O.A.I., written in lithe sweet Roman hand" of 'Olivia' is Harvey's admission that he was at one time entranced by capital letters: I suggest that here is not the key to unlocking the meaning of ''M.O.A'!.'' but the stimulus for Malvolio's fascination with Olivia's capital letters, letters and letter for which the Illyrian steward is pleased to thank, in a perfectly Latin manner, not god, but "Jove" (II.v.173, 178)7 In the matter of Malvolio and Machiavelli it is all too true that, as Dr. Bauer has rightly pointed out lithe similarity between 'Malevolo' and 'Malvolio' [in Pierce Penilessel has been noted by J. J. M. Tobin, who does not, however, make reference to Machiavelli" (241). Because I see the merit in Dr. Bauer's linking of Machiavelli and Malvolio, I am doubly chagrined for having missed a second chance to link Machiavelli to Malvolio. George Watson has written of " . .. Malvolio and Polonius-farcical versions of the Machiavel, who conceive of themselves as policied and earn the mockery of audiences."s We know that Shakespeare borrowed from Have with you to Saffron-Walden for aspects of Polonius as well as for Malvolio, although the fact that, whatever their linked farcical Machiavellianism, these two characters are never confused with one another is further evidence that Shakespeare's use of source material is in each instance malleably unique and that specific, personal allusions are not his interest.
In Have with you to Saffron-Walden Pierce Penilesse, the Respondent in this dialogue, makes some astute observations on the differences between cause and effect. In its rhythm and subject of lOgical tautology, with the added issue of insanity, this passage made up the rhythm of Polonius's analysis of Hamlet's lunacy:
As though the cause and the effect (more than the superficies and the substance) can bee seperated, when in manie things causa sine qua non is both the cause and the effect, the common distinction of potentia non actu approuing it selfe verie crazed and impotent herein, since the premisses necessarily beget the conclusion, and so contradictorily the conclusion the premisses; a halter including desperation, and so desperation concluding in a halter; without which fatall conclusion and priuation it cannot truly bee termed desperation, since nothing is said to bee till it is borne, and despaire is neuer fully borne till it ceaseth to bee, and hath depriu'd him of beeing that flrst bare it and brought it forth. So that herein it is hard to distinguish which is most to be blamed, of the cause or the effect; the Cause without the effect beeing of no effect, and the effect without the cause neuer able to haue been (59-60; italics mine)9
Carneades, one of the interlocutors, urges the Respondent to continue with the life story of Gabriel Harvey and hopes that there will be no interruption:
Better or worse fortune, I pry thee let vs heare how thou goest forward with describing the Doctor and his life and fortunes : and you, 
my fellow Auditors, I beseech you, trouble him not (anie more) with these impertinent Parentheses (60).
Polonius is eager to describe the crazed desperation of Hamlet, interrupting and delaying his narrative by parenthetical pieces of selfcriticism. His most comical lines are those devoted to premises which necessarily beget conclusions, (the inverse of Malvolio's comically mistaken premise which begets a false conclusion) "for to define madness, / What is it but to be nothing else but mad," and to much play on the relationship of cause and effect: ... it was an ingenious idea of Shakespeare's to cast the letter laid to deceive him into the style of the very authors which an ambitious politician would study, the style nourished on the pregnant aphorisms of Machiavelli and Guicciardini and boiled down to precepts at their barest: the English versions might be the aculeate memoranda of Gabriel Harvey's Marginalia, or Bacon's Essays in their first form (1597) or indeed in many cruder examples of the 'Advice' literature. The precept in the form of a bare imperative, such as we fmd it in this letter-1et thy tongue tang arguments of state'-is more characteristic of Harvey and the cruder works (or Polonius) .... 12
Dr. Bauer has deepened our appreciation of the comically politic Malvolio, and I, for one, will now imagine the steward's imaginary readings of his favorite politic author, as he comes again to that notorious chapter 17 and smiling as he notes its Vergilian quotation, "Res dura, et regni novitas me talia cogunt / Moliri, et late fines custode tueri" (Aeneid 1.563-64), doubtless reflecting on the justice of Dido's severity as quite as appropriate for a grieving sister and daughter, a countess, as for a regal widow, inhabiting a vulnerable sea-coast and needing an equally appropriate protector, himself the very man. 3From Nashe we have such details as: the proper name "Cesario" (Viola's alias); the issue of beards and barbering; the tongues commanded by Bishop Andrewes (compare Sir Andrew and his lament that he had not bestow'd his time in the tongues, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, echoing in his last name that of the distinguished Grecian Sir John Cheke); and the tutoring of Harvey "Pythagoreanly" (compare the instructional method of Feste in the guise of Sir Topas in IV.ii); but also the outlandishly colourful costume of Harvey when he met the Queen who thought he looked "like an Italian"); Harvey being called a "pedant," as is Malvolio, strangely, at m.ii.75; Harvey "pranking himself immeasurably" for two hours and Malvolio "practicing behavior to his own shadow this half-hour" ; Harvey and the theme of counterfeit madness (compare the question put to Malvolio by Feste
